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Introduction. It is the purpose of this paper to construct stochastic proc-

esses j y(t), y(0) = 0,0 sí t :£ 1 ( satisfying the differential equation

(0.1) dyit) = /(y|í)dí + c(t,y(t))dx(t),

where (x(£),x(0) = 0,0fktfíl\ is a Brownian motion process. Equation

(0.1) has been studied by S. Bernstein [l], J. L. Doob [5] and others [2],

[ 10]. In general, the solution given here is different from that given by

these authors. Equation (0.1) is almost purely formal since the derivative

dx/dt fails to exist with probability one. In [2], [5], [ 10], the stochastic

integral of K. Ito [7], [8] is used to define an integrated form of (0.1),

which is solved as in [8] to obtain a transformation of sample functions.

The present work involves a transformation of sample functions but the

integral used is the functional integral of R. Cameron and R. F agen [4].

E. B. Dynkin [6] has given a different method of attacking similar prob-

lems. Note that /(y|f) is a functional.

1. Comparison with previous work. Let m, re, and v be constants and

specialize (0.1) to

(1.1) dyit) = miyit) + v)dt + re(y«) + v)dx(t).

If the first derivatives of y and x are continuous, (1.1) is equivalent to

(1.2) yit) = v(emt+nx(t) - 1).

Equation (1.2) represents a transformation which is the unique continuous

(in the uniform topology, say) extension of (1.2) to all continuous x(i) with

x(0) = 0. The expected value of yit) as given by (1.2) is vim + re2/2)i

+ oit) as i—>0+, where the jx(i)j process has variance parameter one.

According to [5,,p. 275], the expected value of y(t) defined by (1.1) is

mvt + o(t) as i->0+.

The backward and forward differencing schemes (8) and (8 bis) of [1,

p. 12] suggest different stochastic differential equations but are equiv-

alent.    Following this method, the equation for y(t)  near t = 0,

(1.3) y(t) =f(y\t/2)t + o-(t/2,y(t/2))x(t),

may be obtained by neglecting terms of higher order than t from equation

(1.4) below.
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Notation. Subscripts on functions of more than one real variable denote

partial derivatives. Thus (d/dt)g(t,u) = gx and (d/du)g(t,u) = g2.

(1.4) y(t) = f(y\0)t + o-(0,0)a2(0,0)x(t/2)x(t) + a(0,0)x(t).

For/= m(y(t) + v) and a = n(y(t) + v) the expected value of y(t) as given

by (1.4) is mvt + nvnt/2, which agrees with that given by (1.2) as t—>0+.

The solution (1.2) of (1.1) was given by A. Rosenbloom [9].

2. Preliminary results. Let C be the space of functions which are con-

tinuous on [0,1] and vanish at zero. The topology on C is that induced

by the uniform norm denoted by ||x(i)||. Let C" be the subspace of C of

functions which have continuous derivatives on [0,1].

Definition. Let U be an open subset of C, F(x\t) be defined on U®

[0,1] and integrable in t for each x, and F(x\ 1) be continuous on U. Define

the functional integral of F at y on [0, i] to be the following limit if it

exists as a finite number:

lim      f F(x\s)(dx(s)/ds)ds= f F(y\s)d*y(s).
*—y,i£C   JO JO

For t = 1, the functional integral defined here is, if it exists, the same

as that defined in [4] as can be seen from the proof of Theorem 1 there.

The following theorem is similar to Theorem 2 of [ 4].

Theorem 1. Let K be an open convex subset of C,kEKC\C, and g(t,u)

andgx(t, u) be continuous on D = j (t, u) \0 ^ t ^ 1, u = y(t) for some yEK],

and if (t, u), (t, v) E D, define

G(t,u,v) = J   g(t,r)dr.

Then if y EX the following functional integral exists and

Jj(s,y(s))d*y(s) = G(t,y(t),k(t))

(2.1)      ° , ,

- joGx(s,y(s),k(s))ds + Jog(s,k(s))k'(s)ds.

Proof. The following argument depends only on the continuity of

G(t,u,k(t)) on D. Let v > 0 and y0EK be given. The graph of y0(t) is

compact, so an open covering of sets

E(t) = [(t;u)\ \t-t'\ <b(t),\u-y0(t)\ <b(t)],

where ô(t) > 0 is so small that (f, u) E E(t)  implies

\G(t,y0(t),k(t))-G(t',u,k(t'))\ <v,

may be reduced to a finite covering jE(tk) }t_ln.  The union of this finite
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covering contains a strip of half-width 5 > 0 about the graph of y0(t) such

that ||y(í) -y0(i)|| <5 implies

\\G(t,y0(t),k(t)) - G(t,y(t),k(t))\\ <v.

Thus G(t,y(t),k(t)) and Gx(t,y(t),k(t)) are continuous transformations in

the uniform topologies. Equation (2.1) follows because its right-hand side

withy replaced by x is f0'g(s,x(s))dx(s) for xEC' f\K. Since C is dense

in C we have the

Corollary. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 1, the transformation

fôgis,yis))d*yis) defined on K into C is the unique continuous extension

of fogis,yis))dyis) defined on Kf\C

Let ait, u) be defined on an open set and

n0= \yEC\oit,yit)) >0,0 it ii\.

Theorem 2. // ait, u) is defined and continuous on an open set, the set Q0

is open and may be partitioned into at most a countable number of disjoint

open convex components.

Proof. If yoE%,<rit,yoit)) takes on its minimum value v > 0. Use the

argument in the proof of the theorem above, but choose bit) such that

it', u) E Eit) implies oit', u) > v/2. It follows that Q0 is open. Define the

equivalence relation yi~y2 if and only if yx,y2E®o and y G C and

min(y1(í),y2(í)) ú yit) ^ maxiyxit), y2it)),       O^til,

imply y G ño- The partition elements, called components, are disjoint and

convex. The components are open since Í20 is and members of a uniform

sphere contained in ß0 are equivalent. There are at most a countable num-

ber of components since C has a countable dense subset.

3. Transformations. Let {Kl\i=Xiœ be the set of components of ü0 accord-

ing to Theorem 2. Let k¡ E K¡ C\C, D¡ - {(í,u) |0 s¿ t £ 1, u = yit) for

some yEKi], i= 1, co, and G(i,u,v) = fuv dr/ait,r) provided (i,u), it,v)

GA for some-i, i = 1, œ. The inverse function Hit,w,v) such that u

= Hit, w, v)  and w = Git, u, v)  is  defined  and  continuous  on

j it, w, v) I it, u), it, v) EDi,w= Git, u,v)\,

i = 1, œ, by the implicit function theorem if ait,u) is continuous. Define

the transformations

Sl:zit) = Git,yit)Mt))

on Ki, i = 1, œ ,

Tr.xit) = z(i) + A,(z|<)

on SiiK¡),i = 1, co, and

R:xit) = T,Siy   on K¡, 1 = 1,»,
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on fi0. where

Al(z\t) = Ml(H(-,z(-),kA-))\t)

and

M,(y|i) = Jo [k'As)/a(s,kAs)) - GAs,y(s),kAs)) - f(y\s)/a(s,y(s))]ds.

Suppose y G fi0 Pi C' and a(t, u) and ax(t, u) are continuous. Then x = Ry

implies xEC' and (0,1) holds. From the corollary to Theorem 1 we

have the

Theorem 3. Let a(t, u) and ax(t, u) be defined and continuous on the same

open set and f(y\t) be continuous on fio® [0,1]. Then (0.1) defines the

unique continuous mapping R on fi0 into C.

Suppose xEC' and x = Ry for yEK¿. Then G(t,y(t),kAt)) E C" and

since H has continuous partial derivatives, y EC' and we have the

Corollary. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 3, the pre-image of C n -R(fio)

is c n ßo-

Let fii be the set of all extended real-valued functions on (0,1] which

are not members of fi0. In this section üx is used only to normalize the

measure on the [y(t) ] process. For example, the infinite-valued solutions of

(3.1) dy(t) = - y2(t)dt + dx(t)

are members of fi! which then has positive measure as shown in [11].

Let Sy be the <r-ring generated by fii and the Borel subsets of fi0. Let

fi(fii) be the set of all extended real-valued functions on (0,1] which are

not members of fi(fi0) and Sx be the d-ring generated by fi(fii) and the

Borel subsets of i?(fi0).

Lemma 7 and Theorem 4 of [4] are stated here in the slightly weaker

form of

Theorem A. Let the transformation

T:   (t) = z(t) + A(z\t)

defined on the open subset r of C satisfy the following conditions.

(Al) Ore a uniform neighborhood U0 of each z0 E r let

d
-A(2+W|i)

dv
= f N(2|i,s)r(s)ds

v = 0        JO

if (z,t,r)EU0® [0,1]«> C, where

N\z\t,s), O^Ks^l

N(z\t,s) = \ (l/2)Nx(z\t,s) + (l/2)N2(z\t,s), 0 ^ t = s ^ 1

N2(z\t,s), 0^s<i^l
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and N1 and N2 are continuous on  U0® [0 it is i 1\  and   U0® {Ois

it i 1 J, respectively.

Let Niz\t,s)   be bounded on   U0® [0,1]» (0,1].

Let Diz) ?¿ 0 on T where Diz) is the Fredholm determinant,

Diz) = 1 + ¿ir., r
j3xj\Jo       Jo

Niz\sx,sx) -.-Niz^Sj)

Niz\Sj,sx) ■■■Niz\sj,sJ)

dsx- ■ ■ dSj.

(A2) Let AT(z|0,s) = 0 for (z,s)Gr» (0,1]. Let A(z|i)GC when zE

T and dAiz\t)/dt be continuous on  r<8> [0,1].

Then T is open.  Moreover, suppose the following conditions hold.

(A3) Ore a uniform neighborhood U0 of each z0ET let, for each fixed t

6 [0,1],

/:
iNizx\t,s)-Niz2\t,s))2ds^0

uniformly in zx,z2E U0 as \\zxit) — z2(i)|| —»0.

(A4) Ore a uniform neighborhood U0 of each z0 G r let

J [ id/dt)il/()jt    a( (1/«)J]}   z(u>du|s) as] dzit),

where functions of a real variable are assumed to be defined continuously out-

side the interval (0,1), be defined and bounded below in (x, «) ore t/0® (0,e0)

for some positive e0 < (1/2).

(A5) foid/dt)Aiz\t)d*zit) exists as defined in §2 for all zET.

(A6) T is one-to-one on r.

Then if F is a Wiener measurable functional such that either of the follow-

ing Wiener integrals iexpectations on the Brownian motion process with

variance parameter (1/2)) exists, they both exist and are equal.

(3.2)

where

(3.3)

Fix)dwx=      FiTz)Mz)du
Tr Jr

Mz) = |D(z)|expj -2 f   id/dt)Aiz\t)d*zit) - f   [ id/dt)Aiz\t)]2dt\.

An application of Theorem A is our main result.

Theorem 4. Let ait, u) and ax{t, u) be defined and continuous on the same

open set and /(y 11) be continuous on fi0 ® [0,1]. Let the solutions y EC'

O fio of (0.1) be unique for each x G C'. For each i, i = 1, œ, let T, defined

on SiiK¡) satisfy (Al). Then R is one-to-one, open, and continuous. Thus

a measure on one of the a-rings, S* and Sy, and R define a measure on the
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other with the same total measure. Suppose the measure on Sx is that of the

restriction of the Brownian motion process with variance parameter (1/2)

and the measure defined by Ä-1 on Sy is denoted by Py. Suppose also that

T¿ satisfies conditions (A3) and (A5) ore S¡(K¡),i= 1, °°. Then if F is a

measurable functional on fi0 such that either side of (3.4) exists, (3.4) holds.

(3.4) f F(y)dPy=Z f      F(H(.,z(.),ki(.)))Jri(z)dwz,
J"o iïiJSiUCà

where JT¡ is given by (3.3) and the Wiener integral notation is used on the right.

Proof. For i = 1, », T¡ satisfies (Al) by hypothesis and (A2) because of

the form of A¿. From the first part of Theorem A, T, is open, i = 1, œ.

Since Si is open, i = 1, <*> ,R is open. The uniqueness of solutions y EC'

H fio of (0.1) for x E C', openness of R, and the corollary to Theorem 3

imply that R is one-to-one. The continuity of R follows from Theorem 3.

Now assume all the hypothesis of Theorem 4. Since F is Borel measurable

and R is open, F(R Lx) is Wiener measurable on R(K¡),i = 1, œ. For i

= 1, oo, Ti satisfies (A6) because T, = RSï1. From the definition of the func-

tional integral used here, for each ¿ = 1, <» and z0E S¡(K¡) there exists a uni-

form sphere of radius r > 0 about z0 such that jZ1 (d/dt)AAz\t)(dz(t)/dt)dt

is bounded for zEC' C\V.  Choose t0 > 0 such that t < e0 implies

IX (l/i)(z0(s) -z0(t))ds
min(0, i-i)

<r/2.

Then (A4) is satisfied on Vx® (0,c0) where Vx is the uniform sphere of

radius r/2 about z0. From Theorem A the right-hand side of (3.4) is

CD fW /*W

Z F(Sr1Tr1x)dwx= F(Rlx)dwx.
l = xjTiSi(Ki) J m%)

Equation (3.4) follows by definition.

As an example, the probability of finite continuous solutions y(t)   of

(3.1) is shown in [3] to be

j expj j   (x(t) - (x(t))4)dt - 2(xU))3/3J dwx.

4. Generalizations. A formal solution of (1.1) is

(4.1)       y(t) =e^+«^j   r e-ms~nxis)nvd*x(s)+ f e-^-^mvds J .

That (4.1) is the same as (1.2) may be seen either from Theorem 1 or its

corollary. Stochastic differential equations of more general type than

(0.1) may be solved by using standard integration techniques. For example,

if the total differential equation Pdy + Qdt + Rdx = 0 is complete, then

the transformation x(i) —>y(t) is implicit. On the other hand (1.4) suggests

a new type of "differential" equation.
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The theory of §3 does not apply to the equation

(4.2) dyit) - hit)dt + rey(í)dx(í)

since <r(0,y(0)) = rey(O) = 0. A solution of (4.2) is

yit) =e'ulí, f his)e-^s)ds.

In this case y'(0) = /i(0) with probability one if h is continuous.

In §3 the transformation R is factored into TiSi on K¡. In place of S¡

one might wish to use

S'r.vit)=Ja d*yis)/ais,yis)) = V^y,

where V, is the transformation

Vr.vit) = zit) + J [hfa)M*M»)) - Gxis,His,zis),k¡is)),k,is))\ds,

which is of Volterra type and consequently one-to-one. Similarly, if a is a

functional aiy\t), such that the transformation

SU vit) = £d*yis)/aiy\s)

is one-to-one, open, and continuous, then the more general problem could

be treated. An interesting formula in this connection may be found in

§8 of [3].
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